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Government, the Absolutist forces could never muster
strength or spirit for another counter-attack.
Locke's first task was to destroy any life that might
be lingering in the claims of Filmer and of Hobbes.
He agreed with Hobbes that there was a natural state
with no organization of society, but he differed on the
condition of that primitive life.    For Locke the state
of nature was a state of liberty, not of licence.    Still,
however satisfactory the state of nature may have been,
it   contained   three   inevitable   defects.     'First^the
want of an established, settled, known law received and
allowed by common consent to be the standard of right
and  wrong  and  the  common  measure  to   decide   all
controversies  between -them/    Secondly,   there  is  no
' known and indifferent judge ';~~ and/thirdly, there is
no executive power to back up a just decision.    Hence
men form societies, and this formation by contract is a
guarantee  and  not   a destruction  of liberties.    * The
liberty of man in society is to be under no other legisla-
tive power than that established by consent in the
commonwealths. . . .    Freedom, then, is not what Sir
Robert Filmer tells us, a liberty for every one to do
what he lists, to live as he pleases, and not to be tied
by any laws.    But freedom of men tinder government
is to have a standing rule to live by, common to every
one of that society, and made by the legislative power
erected in it.5     The society formed has three aspects
to correspond to three pressing needs which led to its
formation:    these   aspects   being  the   legislative,   the
judicial, and the executive, of which the first is most
important.    ' The   first   and   fundamental  law   of   all
commonwealths is the establishing of legislative powes/
And this legislative power must govern by f established,
standing laws, promulgated and known to the people,
and   not   by  extemporary  decrees/    The   controlling

